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Snowmelt Continues
Rivers Responding

Key Messages
● Snowmelt continues across the basin.
● Precipitation chances increase today lasting into the weekend. Current river 

forecasts do not encompass all forecast precipitation at this time so impacts to 
river levels are still uncertain.

● River responses will become more widespread in the coming days. The rate of 
rise and ultimate crest remains uncertain due to the rate of ongoing snowmelt 
runoff, anticipated rain/snow, and colder temperatures in the forecast.

● Overland flooding has also begun in some locations across the southern Red 
River Valley. Overland flooding impacts are expected to increase through the 
next week.
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Summary Graphic:
1. Go to the AHPS River Forecasts page 

(USE FORECASTS, DO NOT USE THE 
CURRENT “RIVER OBSERVATIONS” 
PAGE).

2. Screenshot and crop our CWA and save 
as an image.

3. Swap out the previous image with the 
updated one.

4. Resize and move the image around to as 
close as possible to the previous image 
in order to minimize how much you need 
to move around the city names and 
associated arrows.

5. Make sure the arrows and city names 
match up with the correctly colored dot.

Message of the Day:
1. Summarize river forecasts (are levels 

expected to rise or fall, etc.).
2. Mention any potentially impactful (to the 

rivers) upcoming precipitation events, 
warm/cold snaps (around the freezing 
mark), etc.

Update both headlines as needed ON ALL 
PAGES. This must be done manually!

Date/time should auto-update but double check.

River Forecasts

Colors represent FORECASTED peak river levels

https://water.weather.gov/ahps2/forecasts.php?wfo=FGF
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Basin Details:
● Red River Mainstem:

○ Southern Mainstem: Melt has been delayed from 
within the basin and upstream contributing 
basins. Crest heights remain uncertain and may 
not be in the 7-day forecast window at this time.

○ Central/Northern Mainstem: Rises are expected 
with the anticipated warm period but no flood 
thresholds are expected to be crossed in the next 
7 days (hence no forecasts yet for these areas). 

● MN Tributaries:  
○ Southern Tributaries: Due to the potential for 

high variability in forecast temperatures, there is a 
fair amount of uncertainty with crest forecasts. 

○ Northern Tributaries: Rises are expected over 
the next 7 days. Flooding thresholds look to be 
met at a handful of points across the weekend 
and into early next week, but uncertainty in crest 
levels remains.

● ND Tributaries: 
○ Southern Tributaries: Melt within this basin has 

been slightly delayed but is expected to increase. 
○ Northern Tributaries: Rises are expected but no 

flood thresholds are expected to be crossed in 
the next 7 days (hence no forecasts yet for these 
areas). 

Historical Perspective:
● Impact 1
● Impact 2
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Impacts:
Ideas on how to improve this section (or name 
it something else altogether) are welcome!

River Basins Impacted:
Summarize the two sets of tribs and Red 
mainstem. Can talk about river levels going up 
or down, sites currently cresting or soon to 
crest, etc.

Upcoming Weather…:
Elaborate on the 7-day forecast. Is there 
upcoming precipitation (snow or rain) that could 
impact river levels (make mention of whether or 
not this precip is or is not included in the current 
river forecasts), temperature trends (quick warm 
up to rapidly melt snow), etc.

Historical Perspective:
How does this event compare to previous 
events? Likely only need to be included during 
larger events.

Date/time should auto-update but double check.Update both headlines as needed ON ALL 
PAGES. This must be done manually!

Snowmelt Continues

Impacts:
● Impact 1
● Impact 2

Rivers Responding
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Observed precipitation over the past 24 hours
(7 AM Wed April 12th through 7 AM Thu April 13th)
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Update date and time - choose whatever 
period recent precipitation fell and is included 
in the river model.

Recent Precipitation Graphic:
1. Create StormTotalQPF grid in GFE for 

the appropriate time period
a. Run StormTotalQPE_Obs tool 

(using the Obs selection)
b. Adjust and/or smooth as needed
c. Save grid

2. Open GraphiDSS 
a. Load the Template

i. Templates→Load 
Template→FGF_River.json

b. Load the Image. 
i. Database = “Fcst”
ii. Parameter = 

“StormTotalQPF”
iii. Choose the grid time, and 

then click “Image”
c. Export to PowerPoint

3. Retrieve graphic from 
T:\AwipsToLan\powerpoint\

Date/time should auto-update but double check.Update both headlines as needed ON ALL 
PAGES. This must be done manually!

Snowmelt Continues
Rivers Responding
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Legend Date Type 0.01 - 0.25” 0.26 - 0.50” 0.51 - 1.00” 1.00” +

Fri, April 14 T-storms/Rain High Medium Low -

Sat, April 15 T-storms/Rain High Medium Low -

Sun, April 16 T-storms/Rain/
Snow Low Low Low -

Mon, April 17 - - - - -

Tue, April 18 Rain/Snow Low - - -

Wed, April 19 Rain/Snow Medium Low Low -

Precipitation amounts beyond the river model forecast precipitation period are denoted by low, medium, or 
high chances of receiving the amounts indicated below.
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IMPORTANT: Be sure to update the 
date/time frames on this entire page 
if the QPF period included in the 
river forecasts changes!

(Usually 48 hours before April 1st 
and 24 hours April 1st and after but 
can be changed after coordinating 
with the RFC!)

River Model Precipitation Graphic:
1. This graphic displays the amount of QPF 

included in the latest river model run
a. Before April 1st: Usually two days 

worth of precipitation (48-hour period 
12z-12z)

b. April 1st and after: Usually one day 
worth of precipitation (24-hour period 
12z-12z).

c. May be extended after coordination 
with the RFC…always starting with 
12z on the current day.

2. Create StormTotalQPF grid in GFE for the 
appropriate time period
a. Run StormTotalRFC tool 
b. Adjust and/or smooth as needed
c. Save grid

3. Open GraphiDSS 
a. Load the Template

i. Templates→Load 
Template→FGF_River.json

b. Load the Image 
i. Database = “Fcst”
ii. Parameter = “StormTotalQPF”
iii. Choose the grid time, and then 

click “Image”
c. Export to PowerPoint

4. Retrieve graphic from 
T:\AwipsToLan\powerpoint\

Date/time should auto-update but double check.

Update days/dates.
There should always be 6 

rows starting with day after 
river forecast QPF dates.

Non-River Model Precipitation Table:
Instructions for filling in this table using the WSUP 
Viewer.

Update both headlines as needed ON ALL 
PAGES. This must be done manually!

Forecast 
precipitation 
included in 

today’s river 
forecasts

(7 AM April 
13th 
to

 7 AM April 
14th)

Precipitation (Liquid) Outlook

100%

High

70%

Medium

40%

Low

10%

Snowmelt Continues
Rivers Responding

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1AfdnKaJLg5Ali2ZaaEZDd58W0LX-iaWPLwEcUEVOuJY/edit#slide=id.p
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7-Day Temperature Outlook

Day of the Week Highs Lows (Overnight)

Friday, April 14 40 - 65 20 - 35

Saturday, April 15 30 - 45 15 - 30

Sunday, April 16 35 - 45 15 - 25

Monday, April 17 40 - 50 20 - 30

Tuesday, April 18 45 - 60 30 - 40

Wednesday, April 19 45 - 60 25 - 35

Thursday, April 20 40 - 55 25 - 35
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Update days/dates.

Temperature Outlook:
Gather temperature ranges for high and low 
temperatures for the next seven days from 
GFE (encompassing the entire CWA).

Date/time should auto-update but double check.Update both headlines as needed ON ALL 
PAGES. This must be done manually!

Snowmelt Continues

Forecasted temperatures will depend on how much snowpack remains

Upcoming Weather and Potential River Impacts:
● Rapid melting will continue due to ongoing above 

freezing high temperatures.
● Chances for precipitation continue today and into the 

weekend. Several scenarios still exist, including rain or 
snow with varying amounts. Thunderstorms also remain 
a potential scenario, although coverage is uncertain. 

● Another round of precipitation will be possible early to 
mid next week, but high uncertainty in impacts remain.

● Precipitation impacts to river levels are possible but  
exact responses remain uncertain at this time.

Rivers Responding
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NWS Grand Forks Webpage
NWS Grand Forks River Observation/Forecast Page

@NWSGrandForks @NWSGrandForks

Date/time should auto-update but double check.Update both headlines as needed ON ALL 
PAGES. This must be done manually!

Summarize/copy key messages from first page.

    Key Messages
➔ Snowmelt continues across the basin.
➔ Precipitation chances increase today lasting into the weekend. Current 

river forecasts do not encompass all forecast precipitation at this time 
so impacts to river levels are still uncertain.

➔ River responses will become more widespread in the coming days. The 
rate of rise and ultimate crest remains uncertain due to the rate of 
ongoing snowmelt runoff, anticipated rain/snow, and colder 
temperatures in the forecast.

➔ Overland flooding has also begun in some locations across the 
southern Red River Valley. Overland flooding impacts are expected to 
increase through the next week.

Snowmelt Continues
Rivers Responding

Quick facts you should know about flooding:
● Flooding can be caused by heavy rain, rapid snow melt, ice jamming, levee 

overtopping, dam failure, or from wastewater systems.
● It only takes six inches of fast-moving water to knock you off your feet
● A car can be moved in as little as two feet of water.
● 90% percent of all U.S. natural disasters declared by the President involve flooding.

https://www.weather.gov/fgf/
https://water.weather.gov/ahps2/index.php?wfo=FGF
http://www.facebook.com/nwsgrandforks
http://www.twitter.com/nwsgrandforks

